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Abstract 
A graph G is said to be k-MLD-colourable if G possesses a k-vertex colouring such that each 
pair ofcolours appears on precisely one edge of G. Given G with n vertices and valency sequence 
S which is n/2-MLD-colourable it is shown how any other graph on n vertices with valency 
sequence S can be obtained. For each p >/1 a p-regular n/2-MLD-colourable graph is 
constructed and for p = 3, 5 and p/> 7 such a graph having diameter 2 is found. Since the cases 
p = 1 and p = 2 are trivial this leaves only the cases p = 4 and p = 6 unsettled. 
1. L ine -d i s t ingu ish ing  and harmon ious  co lour ings  
We consider graphs which are simple, have n vertices, m edges and diameter d. 
A line distinguishing colouring of a graph G is a k-vertex colouring such that each pair 
of colours appears together on an edge at most once [2]. If there is a line-distinguish- 
ing k-vertex colouring of G in which each pair of colours appears exactly once then the 
colouring is said to be minimal, G is said to be MLD-colourable and the colouring is 
termed a k-MLD-colouring. Two colourings C, C' of a graph are considered to be the 
same if there is a bijection between C and C' which preserves colour classes of vertices. 
For G to be k-MLD-colourable m must satisfy 
k(k + 1) 
m - - -  (1) 
2 
The smallest value 2 of k for which G has a k-line-distinguishing colouring is called the 
line distinguishing chromatic number of G. In [5] it is noted that if the diameter d(G) 
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of G is 2 then 2/> n/2. Clearly if). = n/2 then each colour occurs exactly twice, the two 
vertices having the same colour being adjacent. 
A related notion is that of a harmonious colouring which is a line-distinguishing 
colouring which is also a proper k-vertex colouring. If there is a k-harmonious 
colouring of Go in which each pair of distinct colours occurs exactly once on an edge 
of Go then the colouring is called a k-minimal harmonious colouring or k-MH- 
colouring. For Go to be k-MH-colourable it is necessary that 
k(k -  1) 
m-  ~ (2) 
For a regular n/2-MH-colourable G of valency p we have 2m = pn = n/2(n/2 - 1); 
this gives pn = n/4(n - 2) whence 
4p = n - 2. (3) 
Obviously, n must be singly even and, setting n = 2k, from (3), we write 2p = k - 1 
where k must be odd. The cases k = 1 and k = 3 give, respectively, p = 0, n = 2 and 
p = 1, n = 6. They are thus trivial. The case k = 5 gives p = 2, n = 10 and it is easily 
verified that the 10-cycle C~o can be MH-coloured. 
Similarly for a regular n/2-MLD-colourable graph of valency p 
4(p - 1) = n -  2. (4) 
The cases p = 1 and p = 2 give, respectively, the complete graph on two vertices 
K2 and the 6-cycle C6. The case p = 3 gives n = 10. One example of such a graph is 
the Petersen graph, but there are others. In Section 3 we classify such graphs. 
Any n/2-MH-colourable graph Go may be converted to a n/2-MLD-colourable 
graph G by introducing new edges joining the pairs of vertices having the same colour 
[4]. It is easy to see that although G is necessarily connected this is not true of Go. In 
fact, we can improve this statement to the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a p-regular n/2-MLD-colourable graph. Then G is 
p-connected. 
Proof. Suppose that G is n/2-MLD-colourable using colours 1, 2 . . . .  , n/2 and that S is 
a (p - 1)-subset of V(G) such that G-S is disconnected. Let G1, G2 . . . .  , G~ be the 
components of G-S. Without loss of generality suppose that there are two vertices, 
necessarily adjacent, having colour 1 in G1 and there are two vertices, necessarily 
adjacent, having colour 2 in G2. Then the edge having the colour pair {1, 2} has not 
been deleted and forms a connection between G1 and G2, which is a contradiction. It
follows that at most one of the Gi contains any pair of vertices having the same colour. 
Suppose this is G1, containing all pairs of vertices of which neither has been deleted. At 
most p -  1 distinct colours are used on the vertices in S whence since from (4) 
n/2 ---2p - 1 there are at least p unsplit pairs in Ga using colours 1,2,3, ... ,p say. 
Now any vertex in G2 cannot be adjacent in G to any vertex in G1 and hence its 
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partner in the MLD-colouring must be in S. Let u e S denote such a vertex assigned 
colour e say, where ~ > p; then the edges of G joining the colour class e to the colour 
classes 1, 2, 3, ..., p must be incident with u, which means that u has valency at least 
p + 1, which is a contradiction. It follows that G is p-connected. [] 
2. New graphs from old 
Once one MLD-colourable graph having a given valency sequence S has been 
found it is often fairly easy to find others. In the particular case of n/2-MLD- 
colourable graphs with d >/2 we can give a method of finding all such graphs for 
a given n and S. Also, given any n/2-MLD-colourable graph we can find another one 
having eight more vertices. 
2.1. Forming new graphs by edge interchange 
Suppose that the graph G is MLD-colourable using 2 colours and that d/> 2. Let 
S denote the valency sequence of G. Then for each colour i used in the colouring there 
is in G a pair v~, v'i of adjacent vertices which has been assigned the colour i. There is at 
least one other vertex vj with colour j :/: i which is adjacent to vi but not to v'~ and at 
least one vertex v'~ with colour 1 ~ i, l ~ j which is adjacent o v'~ but not to v~. From 
a new graph G' from G by deleting the edges {v~, v j} and {v'i, v'~} and then inserting new 
edges {v~, v'~} and {v'i, vj}. Then the valency sequence of G' is S and, since edges which 
in G were assigned the colour pairs {i, j} and {i, l} have been replaced by edges with 
the same colour pairs to form G' we still have a MLD-colourable graph. It is not 
inevitable that G' is not isomorphic to G; indeed if the process is applied to a 6-cycle 
coloured 1, 1, 2,2, 3, 3 then G is isomorphic to G'. However if in making the edge 
interchange we alter for instance the girth of the graph then we can be certain that 
a new graph has been obtained. 
We now discuss the particular case of n/2-MLD-colourable graphs and use an 
algorithmic method to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G denote a n/2-MLD-colourable graph having the valency sequence S.
Then any other n/2-MLD-colourable graph G' having the valency sequence S may be 
obtained from G by a sequence of edge interchanges. 
Proof. Let G,G' denote non-isomorphic n/2-MLD-colourable graphs on an 
even number n of vertices having the same non-decreasing valency sequence 
S = Pl, P2, ..., P, corresponding to vertices vb rE, ..., v, and V'l, v~, ..., v',, respective- 
ly. Without loss of generality we may suppose that the colours are labelled 1,2 . . . . .  n/2 
and that for i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n/2 vertices vi and v'i are assigned the colour i. Because there 
must be precisely two vertices assigned colour i in each graph and there is precisely 
one edge between any two distinct colour classes o that the sum of the valencies of 
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each such pair is n/2 + 1 we may also suppose that the vertices v._ i + 1 and V'n- ~ + 1 are 
assigned colour i and there are edges {v~,v.-~+l} and {v~,v'.-~+l}. We denote the 
colour class consisting of the pair of vertices vi and v,_~+ 1 in G by Xi and that 
consisting of the vertices v~ and v'.-i+l in G' by X'i. 
We now show that we can convert G to a graph isomorphic to G' by a series of edge 
interchanges such that the graph obtained at each stage is MLD-colourable and has 
the valency sequence S. At stage i we suppose that we have obtained the MLD- 
colourable graph G~ with valency sequence S in which for all 1 ~< j < i and all 
1 <~ k <<. n/2 the edge which joins a vertex of Xj to a vertex Of XkjOins the correspond- 
ing pair of vertices of G'. Then, in particular, Gz = G. If Gi is not isomorphic to G' we 
check whether vi is adjacent to Vk in G for all k for which v'i is adjacent to v~, in G'. If so 
it follows that v,-~+ 1 is adjacent to Vk in G for all k for which v',-i+l is adjacent to v~, 
in G and we rename Gi as G~+I. Otherwise there is some value of k satisfying 
i ~< k ~< n - i + 1 such that vi is adjacent to Vk, but v~ is not adjacent to v~,. Choose k to 
be minimal. Then there are the following possibilities ince there is necessarily some 
edge joining some vertex of Xi to some vertex of Xk (or X,-k+ 1). 
(i) v'i is adjacent o Vtn-k+l, 
(ii) V',-i+l is adjacent o v~,, 
(iii) v'.-i+l is adjacent o V',-k+V 
We describe how to proceed in case (i), the others being similar. In this case 
there is some t such that i < t < n - n/2 + 1 for which v~, is adjacent o v~, but Vk 
is not adjacent o vt nor v.-~+l and so V.-k+l is adjacent o one of them; if this is v~ 
say; then make the edge interchange 'delete {v~, Vk} and {v._ k + 1, V~}, insert {vi, v,_ k + 1} 
and {Vk, V~}.' This does not affect any vertex in the colour classes X1,X2, ... ,Xi -1,  
it preserves the valencies of all the vertices involved, preserves the MLD property 
and it means that in the new graph one more colour class, namely Xk is correctly 
linked to X~ than in G~. If now there is still some value of 1 satisfying k < l < n such 
that vi is adjacent o vz, but v'~ is not adjacent o vl we repeat he process as often 
as is necessary to form G~+ 1. In G~ + 1 one more colour class is correctly linked to all 
other colour classes than in Gi and it is still MLD-colourable having the valency 
sequence S.Since n/2 is finite eventually the process terminates by finding G./2 isomor- 
phic to G'. [] 
It is interesting to observe how this edge interchange affects the adjacency matrix 
d of G. We first note that the indexing of d may be arranged so that the two vertices 
having colour i, namely vi and v,_j+ 1 index row and column 2i - 1 and row and 
column 2i, respectively, where i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n/2. Then each pair of rows representing 
a colour class has exactly one 1 and three O's amongst he four entries of the 2 x 2 
block in which these two rows intersect he two columns representing some other 
colour class. Each 2 x 2 block straddling the leading diagonal is of the form 
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Define 
" [10 °0] °,l o [°1 ":E°0 101 
Then each 2 × 2 block at the intersection of a pair of rows and a pair of columns of 
~' which represent distinct colour classes is of the form of B, C, D or E. We call 
members of this set of 2 × 2 blocks clich6s. If those two rows of ~¢ which represent 
the vertices assigned colour i are interchanged then any B is replaced with a D and 
any C is replaced with an E and conversely. Correspondingly in the pair of columns 
representing this colour class the corresponding B is replaced by an E and the 
corresponding C is replaced with a D, respectively, and conversely. The operations 
corresponding to the edge interchanges previously discussed are to interchange 
either a B and a D or a C and an E in the same row pair of d and to corres- 
pondingly interchange a B and an E or a C and a D in the corresponding column 
pair. This operation is called a clich6 interchange. We may thus rephrase Theorem 2.1 
as follows. 
Theorem 2.1a. Let ~ denote the adjacency matrix of the n/2-MLD-colourable 9raph 
G havin9 the valency sequence S. Then the adjacency matrix d '  of any other n/2-MLD- 
colourable 9raph G' havin9 the valency sequence S may be obtained from d by 
a sequence of row interchanges, column interchanges and clichb interchanoes. 
In [5] the existence of a class of (2t + 1)-regular n/2-MLD-graphs having 
n = 8t + 2 vertices was demonstrated. These are a generalisation of the Petersen 
graph, having adjacency matrices of the form 
I 
A B C B C , . . . ,B  C C B , . . . ,CB  
BA B C B . . . . .  C B C C , . . . ,B  C 
C B A B C , . . . ,B  C B C . . . . .  CB  , 
B C B C B . . . . .  C C B C , . . . ,BA  
where, in the first row pair, the initial A is followed by t pairs B C and then by t pairs 
C B; succeeding row pairs are cyclic shifts of the first. The Petersen graph is the case 
t = 1. For each value of t we denote the corresponding graph of this class by ~st. It is 
easy to see that J{s, has diameter 2 and has eigenvalues 2t + 1, 2t - 1 amongst others. 
If we label the vertices by la, lb,2a,2b, ... ,(4t + 1)a,(4t + 1)b then the two vertices 
represented by ia, ib form a colour class i. We may think of those vertices ia as forming 
the outer ring and those labelled ib as forming the inner ring. By applying the 
processes described above to these graphs we can now find all other (2t + 1)-regular 
n/2-MLD-graphs having n = 8t + 2. 
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2.2. Classes of MLD-colourable graphs defined recursively 
Suppose that the graph Go is MLD-colourable using 2 colours. Denote the vertices 
of Go assigned colour j by ja and jb, j = 1, 2, .. . ,  2. We now construct a graph G1 on 
eight vertices denoted by i'c, i'd for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Adjacency in G1 is defined by the 
following edges: 
[i'c, i'd] for each i concerned, 
{1'c, 2'c}, {2'c, 3'c}, {3'c, 4'c}, {a'd, 3'd}, {l'd, 4'd}, {2'd, 4'd}. 
Introduce new colours 2 + i which are allocated to the vertices i'c and i'd, i = 1, ... ,4. 
To form the new graph G the graphs Go and G1 are joined by the following 
adjacencies: 
ja is adjacent to l'c and 4'c for j odd; 
jb is adjacent to 2'd and 3'd for j odd; 
ja is adjacent to 2'c and 3'c for j even; 
jb is adjacent to l'd and 4'd for j even. 
Clearly G is MLD-colourable using 2 + 4 colours. 
This construction is of particular interest when the graph Go is regular of 
valency p. Then by (4), n = 4p - 2 giving 2 = 2p - 1, which is odd. In this case G is 
also regular of valency p + 2 on n + 8 vertices. Thus, if we begin with K2, the 
complete graph on two vertices, which is the unique example for p = 1 and C6, the 
cycle on 6 vertices, which is the unique example for p = 2 we can construct (2p - 1)- 
MLD-colourable graphs on n = 4p-  2 vertices for p odd and even, respectively. 
Note that for p = 3 the construction gives the Petersen graph. Thus we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. For each p >1 1 there exists a p-regular MLD-colourable graph on 
4p - 2 vertices. 
Definition. We call the method of the above construction process F. 
It is easily seen that if Go is of diameter 2 then G is of diameter 2. Thus, since 
the Petersen graph is of diameter 2 we have an infinite class of diameter 2 regular 
graphs on 4p - 2 vertices with p odd. However, the 6-cycle is not of diameter 2
and so for p even the graph G may be of diameter 3. The following construc- 
tion yields a 15-MLD-colourable graph of valency 8 on 30 vertices which is of 
diameter 2. 
We use three copies Glo, G11, G12 of our previous G 1 with a 4-MLD-colouring as 
previously. Let C denote a 6-cycle labelled la, lb, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b. Now join C to Glo by 
process F to form a 4-regular 7-MLD-colourable graph on 14 vertices G~, which is 
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not of diameter 2. Now relabel the vertices of C in (G~) correspondingly by 
lb, la, 3a, 3b, 2b, 2a and the other vertices of G~ suitably and join G~ to G11 by process 
F to form a graph G~ on 22 vertices. Finally, relabel the vertices of C (in G~) 
correspondingly by 2a, 2b, 3b, 3a, la, lb and the other vertices of G~ suitably and join 
G~ to G12 by process F to form the required graph. 
From these constructions we can thus state the following result. 
Theorem 2.3. For p = 1,3,5 and for each p >~ 7 there exists a p-regular MLD-  
colourable graph of diameter 2 on 4p - 2 vertices. 
This leaves unsolved the cases p = 4 and p = 6; we hope to settle these shortly. 
The process F can be used to construct he graphs J{'~, mentioned in the previous 
section. 
Theorem 2.4. For each t >~ 1 we can construct J{'~t by construction F from o,U~t_ 1. 
Proof. First observe that the graph G 1 used in the construction may be exhibited as 
a subgraph of J{~, by identifying the vertices (t + 1)a,(t + 2)a,(3t + 1)a,(3t + 2)a, 
(t + 1)b,(t + 2)b,(3t + 1)b and (3t + 2)b with l'c,2'c, 3'c,4'c,l 'd,2'd,3'd and 4'd, re- 
spectively. It is now sufficient o demonstrate that ~ff~t\Gl = ~, -1 .  If t is even and at 
least four the vertices of G1 are adjacent in ~] ,  to the vertices of ~ffs,\Gl as given in the 
following list. (For t = 2 allowance has to be made for the fact that not all these 
vertices exist.) 
( t+ l )a= l'c 2a 4a ... ta (t+4)a ... 3ta (3t+3)a (3t+5)a ... (4t-1)a (4t+l)a, 
( t+2)a=2'c  la 3a ... ( t -1)a  (t+3)a ... (3t-1)a (3t+4)a (3t+6)a ... 4ta, 
(3t + 1)a = 3'c la 3a ... ( t -  1)a (t + 4)a ... 3ta (3t + 4)a (3t + 6)a ... 4ta, 
(3t + 2)a = 4'c 2a 4a ... ta (t + 3)a ... (3t-  1)a (3t + 3)a (3t + 5)a ... (4t - 1)a (4t + 1)a 
( t+ l )b=l 'd  lb 3b ... ( t -1)b (t+3)b ... (3t - l )b  (3t+4)b (3t+6)b ... 4tb, 
( t+2)b=2'd  2b 4b ... tb (t+4)b ... 3tb (3t+3)b (3t+5)b ... (4t-1)b (4t+l)b, 
(3t + 1)b = Yd 2b 4b ... tb (t + 3)b ... (3t - 1)b (3t + 3)b (3t + 5)b ... (4t - 1)b (4t + 1)b, 
(3t + 2)b = 4'd lb 3b ... (t - 1)b (t + 4)b ... 3tb (3t + 4)b (3t + 6)b ... 4tb. 
Each vertex of ~,~ffs,\G1 appears exactly twice in the list and hence has valency 
2 t -  1 in J{'s,\G1. Further, relabelling the vertices ia, ib by ( i -2 )a , ( i -2 )b  for 
t + 2 < i < 3t + 1 and by (i - 4)a,(i - 4)b for 3t + 2 < i < 4t + 1, respectively, pro- 
duces the correct labelling for ~ ,_  1 since an even number of vertices have been 
removed from each ring of ~ffs, and so the rules for adjacency are not affected. 
A similar argument can be used for the case of t odd. [] 
Using the methods of these sections it is possible to generate all MLD-colourable 
graphs for which 2 = n/2. 
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3. Cubic graphs on ten vertices 
In [3] there is a listing (confirmed in [1]) of all regular graphs of valency three on 
ten vertices, of which there are, to within isomorphism, nineteen. Of these we have 
found that exactly six are MLD-colourable, one and only one being MLD-colourable 
in exactly two distinct ways; there is only one MLD-colouring of the other five. An 
easy way to obtain this result is to consider the MH-colourable subgraphs, these being 
regular, of valency 2, on ten vertices. There are five of these; one, the 10-cycle has three 
distinct MH-colourings and the others have a unique MH-colouring, giving rise to 
seven MLD-colourable graphs. Of these two are different colourings of one of the 
cubic graphs; thus we find the seven MLD-colourings required. Alternatively they 
may be obtained using the methods of Section 2.1 from the Petersen graph. 
In the listing of [3] those graphs which have a unique MLD-colouring are 10NR11, 
10NR14, 10NR16, 10NR18 and 10NR19; the graph having two distinct MLD-colour- 
ings is 10NR17. The MH-colourings used are as follows. The three distinct colourings 
of the 10-cycle are, taking the vertices in order (a) 1231425435 giving 10NR17, 
(b) 1234513524 giving 10NR18 and (c) 1231435425 giving 10NR16. For the graph 
consisting of a 7-cycle and a 3-cycle the unique colouring is 1425345, 123 giving 
10NR14; for the graph consisting of a 6-cycle and a 4-cycle the unique colouring is 
135245, 1234 giving 10NR17; for the graph consisting two 5-cycles the unique 
colouring is 12345, 13524 giving 10NR19 and for the graph consisting of a 4-cycle and 
two 3-cycles the unique colouring is 1234, 135, 245 giving 10NR11. 
The next particular regular case for which 2 = n/2 is that of the quartic graphs on 
fourteen vertices. To approach these it may be possible to discuss harmonious 
colourings of the regular cubic graphs on fourteen vertices; however, since there are 
509 regular connected cubic graphs on fourteen vertices listed in [3] as well as there 
being a considerable number of disconnected ones it is not particularly encouraging. 
Certainly many of these are MH-colourable, one example being the M6bius ladder. 
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